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The Christian viewer in Europe between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries was
confronted with polarized models of appearance and behavior, some to be aspired to and
others to be strenuously avoided.1 So a viewing community was formed that identified with
the good, and constructed an alien “Other”. The pattern is familiar to all who have studied
social constructions of race, class or gender, yet I will show that the “Self” that constructed
these “Others” has been naturalized with a nebulous and timeless white identity that has
not been sufficiently historicized.
In this article I explore the historical contingency of white identity through two
visual models, modern film and medieval painted figures. Each model has its own
historical context, including conditions that are sometimes assumed to be causes, such as
the racism in the United States that informed cultural production in the mid-twentieth
century, or Christian attitudes to infidels during the crusades. Yet when two such
historically distinct discourses of skin color are juxtaposed, the theoretical question can be
shifted from a recitation of the definitions of the other, to a theoretical understanding of
self-representation as a performative that maintains (the claim of) supremacy. As in my
studies of gender, I postulate psychological conditions that operate as causes and effects in
a cycle of fear and aggression. Thus a three-dimensional triangle in which "whiteman now"
is in a closer plane that "whiteman then," and distinct historical contexts maintain their
alterity, can be pulled into a single register in its theoretical base. It is precisely that
torsion which gives it force: Ironically for those who declare the present to be irrelevant to
the past, it is often the present that renders the past relevant to more enquiring minds.
My chosen framework tacitly makes the claim that visual models do ideological
work more powerfully than texts, not only in predominantly oral cultures (such as the
European middle ages) but also in modern popular cultures in which film and advertising
are seen by all. The response to visual input is fundamentally human: Without very acute
senses of smell or hearing, humankind depends a great deal on sight for warnings of
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danger. And we quite rightly have heightened anxiety about our own kind, since we are the
most destructive species on earth, and the one most likely to kill others of our own species.
Thus, the onus has been placed on our visual arts to teach us how to recognize bad people
from good, treacherous from trustworthy. Such stereotyped visual clues seldom
correspond with actual conditions of danger, yet their clarity and simplicity may be
palliative.

Figure 1. Detail of
Heaven, Saint-Foi,
Conques, west
portal, , ca. 1135
(photograph by
author)

Figure 2. Detail of
Hell, Saint-Foi,
Conques, west
portal, ca. 1135
(photograph by
author)
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This psychological need was met in the high Middle Ages by countless visual images
of saints and angels, juxtaposed with cruel torturers and devils.2 In the Last Judgment
sculpted above the two doors of the Romanesque pilgrim church of Sainte-Foi in Conques,
the faces and body-language of the angels and the saved are calm and beautiful; the
demons and the damned are contorted and ugly (Figures 1-2).3 As Umberto Eco has
pointed out, medieval Christian theologians from at least the twelfth century on expected
that inner goodness manifest itself in a beautiful outward appearance, though of course
they distinguished this from mere sensuality, and decorum was essential to beauty.4
Augustine adopted Cicero’s notion that bodily beauty lies in symmetry or harmony of limbs
and “a certain pleasing color” (quaedam coloris suavitate).5 The evil and the ugly have a
place in this system, to provide a contrast with the good and beautiful.6 Thus on entering
the early twelfth-century church of Sainte-Foi of Conques in central France, pilgrims could
choose to enter on the side of heaven – through the left door which is under the right or
dexter side of god in judgment (to keep on his right side as we say), and exit through the
right door on the sinister side of god, as if leaving hell (Figure 3).
Such considerations no doubt fuelled my fascination, as a medievalist, with Sergio
Leone’s 1966 production, The Good The Bad and the Ugly. An Italian Western, shot in
Spain, it was originally titled Il Buono, Il Brutto, Il Cattivo (Figure 4). The genre is almost
a parody of the Hollywood prototype, yet romanticizes it to the level of fairy-tale; this
makes the workings of ideology more powerful.7 I claim that this long rambling movie
forms a viewing community (that is it entrains its audience) to naturalize certain facial
types and body language as good or bad. As Clint Eastwood playing Joe, or “Blondie,” is
introduced and labeled as the Good, and Lee Van Cleef in the role of Sentenza, or “Angel
Eyes,” as the Bad, we might immediately think of the personifications of good and evil that
abounded in the high middle ages (Blondie is on the left in the poster, Angel Eyes top right,
Figure 4). Leone left out simplistic stereotyping, such as mostly bad Indians, and
complicated the polar Good-Bad by triangulating them with the Ugly (Figure 4, lower
right).
Nicknames, which are how we remember the characters, can override first
appearances – “Blondie” is white, no matter how sun burned or grimy.8 His eyes are blue,
but we do not see his blond hair (Figure 5). He is a “natural leader,” inexpressive, the silent
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Figure 3. Saint-Foi, Conques, west portal, ca. 1135 (photograph by author)
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Figure 4. Il Buono, Il Brutto, Il Cattivo,
poster, Frayling Collection (above)
Figure 5. Joe (Blondie), the Good, The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly, film still, 1966 (above
right)
Figure 6. Tuco and Blondie, The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly, film still, 1966 (below
left)
Figure 7. Hieronymus Bosch, Christ
Bearing the Cross, detail of Tormentors of
Christ, ca. 1515, Ghent, Museum of Fine Arts
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strong phallic man, with no love interest. He suffers at the hands of the ugly by the
wayside, bloodied and staggering like Christ carrying the cross (Figures 6, 7). The Bad is
handsome but sinister, always dressed in black. He is somewhat dark skinned, slant or
narrowed eyes, with a large nose, and what the actor himself referred to as “a beady-eyed
sneer” (Figure 8).9 His severe flat-brimmed hat shades his face, so we never see his hair, a
classic racial marker in modernist anthropology; he could be “Indian” (native American).
He hides the death and destruction that he carries remorselessly with him under the
winsome guise of the handsome; he in fact beats up the woman whose face he fingers in
this frame (Figure 9).10 In a similar way, around 1230 the sculptors of Strasbourg
Cathedral hid the evil side of the male Tempter who is wooing the Foolish Virgins--behind
his comely alluring figure are toads and maggots clinging to his back (Figure 10).11 In
medieval discourse it is more often women who were sensually beautiful and therefore
possibly deceptive and dangerous, and their role is usually – as also in the western movies
– to advance the subjectivity of the male characters. King Herod chucks Salome’s chin in
the twelfth-century capital from Toulouse; her beauty made him collude with her wicked
revenge on John the Baptist – and made John a sainted martyr (Figure 11). The comely
prostitutes who waylay the Prodigal Son in the early thirteenth-century window of Chartres
Cathedral might be mistaken for high-born ladies were it not for their tight girdles and
close-fitting chemises (one of them yellow). 12 However, their invitation to sin leads
ultimately to the son’s redemption; none is offered to them in the terms of the narrative
parable (Figures 12, 13).13
Tuco, a name or nickname of unclear derivation, is also dark-skinned, and
frequently mocks Eastwood as “Blondie” (Figure 14). Eli Wallach deliberately parodied
Mexicans, even though he knew some had resorted to vandalism in one movie theater over
their cinematic stereotyping as “dirty, vengeful, yelling and shooting.”14 Tuco is a buffoon,
but shifty, unstable, untrustworthy, a wanted criminal with a price on his head. His
squinting eyes are uncomfortably like those of the Jews photographed under bright lights
for the Nazi propaganda film made by Fritz Hippler in 1939-40, Der ewige Jude (The
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Figure 8. Sentenza ("Angel Eyes") the Bad,
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, film still,
1966

Figure 10. Tempter and Foolish Virgin,
Strasborg Cathedral, west portal, , ca.
1230 (photograph by author)

Figure 9. Sentenza ("Angel Eyes"), the Bad,
with Bill Carson's Woman, The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly, film still, 1966

Figure 11. Death of Saint John the Baptist,
Cathedral of Saint-Etienne, Toulouse,
capital, ca. 1120-1140, Musée des Augustins,
Toulouse (photograph by Rachel Dressler)
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Figure 12. Prostitutes welcoming the
Prodigal Son, Prodigal Son window,
Chartres Cathedral, 1205-15 (photograph
by author, above left)
Figure 13. Two prostitutes, Prodigal Son
window, Chartres Cathedral, 1205-15
(photo by author)

Figure 14. Tuco, the Ugly, The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly, film still, 1966

Figure 15. Tuco, the Ugly, grimacing at
the Good, The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly, film still, 1966
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Eternal Jew) (Figures 15, 16). As Baruch Gitlis has said of them: "their facial expressions
were supposed to create the impression of criminals," and for some facial shots Hippler
used a wide-angle lens "which tended to enlarge the nose and give the smile a comic or
even a somewhat sinister and leering appearance"15 Tuco’s dark skin and exaggerated
facial expressions also recall those of late medieval torturers and executioners, or Jews
mocking Christ as represented by Hieronymus Bosch (Figures 17, 18).16 Indeed, the footage
before this scene, in which he leads Blondie across the desert, taunting him, resonates with
the legend of the “Eternal Jew” Ahasuerus, who prevented Jesus from resting in the shade
on the way to Galilee, and was condemned to wander eternally.17 Tuco is the most extreme
negative ethnic stereotyping in the film, representing a despised “Other.” A scene of the
torture of Saint Agatha in a late thirteenth-century French manuscript contrasts the pure
white body of the saint with the dark-skinned grimacing henchmen who are usually the
ugly agents of a more majestic evil emperor: one of Tuco’s facial expressions seems to
mimic them (Figures 19, 20).18 Complete with a huge bag of gold, Tuco the Ugly is a
personification of miserliness or greed, as seen on church portals (Figures 21, 22).19 And
early in the film he is condemned to hang for having raped a white woman. For a similar
offense a dark-skinned Moor in Spain was said to have been burned alive, according to the
legends of the Virgin illustrated in the Cantigas de Santa Maria in the second half of the
thirteenth-century; the Virgin saved the woman whose mother-in-law had introduced her
slave to the bedchamber (Figure 23).20
My concern here, however, is not whether to regard the western as a kind of
medievalism, nor whether Sergio Leone drew upon medieval sources, and I note only
briefly the longue durée of the negative stereotypes he used. No doubt, these enduring
portrayals instill in those who identify with the Good, a degree of fear and hatred for the
Bad and the Ugly. Yet with so much recent writing about the propensity for social groups to
construct an oppositional Other (extending of course to women as the other sex), and of
colonists to “Orientalize,” we need to defamiliarize the process.21 I set out to do that by
reexamining the Christian European construction of a “Self.”22 As stated by Peter Linehan
and Janet L. Nelson, albeit in relation to constructs of history: “Identities, medieval and
modern, are constructs of selves and others at the same time.”23 A vivid memory of my
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Clockwise:
Figure 16. Jew hiding his Jewish characteristics, Der ewige Jude, film still, 1939-40 (after Gitlis)
Figure 17. Tuco and Blondie, The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, film still, 1966
Figure 18. Hieronymus Bosch, Christ Bearing the Cross
Figure 19. Ethnic Torturer of Agatha, detail, Le Livre d'images of Madame Marie, ca. 1300. Paris,
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS. n. a. fr. 16251, fol. 97v
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Figure 20. Tuco, the Ugly, grimacing with
mouth open, The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly, film still, 1966
Figure 21. Avarice, south central France,
ca. 1125-50, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts,
Charles Amos Cummings Fund, 48.255
(photograph © Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, 2006)

Figure 22. Tuco, the Ugly,
with bag of gold, The
Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly, film still, 1966
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Figure 23. Woman accused of adultery with a Moor, Las Cantigas de Santa
Maria, ca. 1250-75, El Escorial, Real Biblioteca de San Lorenzo, Cod. T. I. 1, cantiga
clxxxvi, fol. 244 (© Patrimonio Nacional)
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first experience teaching art history, at Wellesley College in 1969, is of an AfricanAmerican student who had failed her slide identification exam. In response to a painting
by Fra Angelico, she commented only that it contained “very white people.” The remark
finally makes sense to me.
So I eventually found myself asking a completely new question: When did
Europeans become so eager to represent themselves visually as, should we say pure white?
I should emphasize here that I am not engaging fully in an examination of verbal discourse,
because, apart from the magnitude of such a project, it is unlikely that the many genres of
writing conform to the patterns that emerge here in the visual arts. 24 However, the simple
term “white” has long ago been naturalized, though we know we come in all shades of pink
and beige, even in the course of our lifetime – the point is wittily made in the cartoon
“Dear Mzungu – dear white man!!!” on the PakTribune web site (Figure 24).25 The idea of
consistent whiteness has persisted even in the face of an attempt to deconstruct the
white/black polarity that dominated some political and social systems; the imaginary field
invoked by the current term “people of color” is still white. Even in French one speaks of
“les blancs,” despite the term “carnation” (a shade of pink) used to describe flesh color in
works of art. The identity of the self is surely as much a construct as the identity of the
other. The ideal “I” or “we” provides models for performative identification – with heroes
like Clint Eastwood and Christ (Figures 25, 26). Despite all the very useful work done
toward the end of the last century on representations of black people in western art, this
other question – about white people -- has not been asked.26
We can denaturalize such a white appearance historically by looking at visual
representations through time.27 In a tradition that stemmed from antiquity, Byzantine and
early medieval painters applied heavy layers of pigment to faces and bodies, working up
the relief contours to pinkish highlights. Typically, only the whites of the eyes are pure
white (Figures 27, 28).28 Early twelfth-century European works that have little to do with
Byzantine style – such as the great Catalan wall paintings or a famous service book from
Limoges in France -- also depict rich flesh tones, dramatically contrasted with white
garments (Figures 29, 30).29 European artists adhered to these traditions through the early
thirteenth century. Even in the north, they usually built a face up from a bluish or greenish
modeling wash, through varied tones of brown and pink, to highlights, and much brighter
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Figure 24. "Dear Mzungu—dear white man!!!"
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Figure 25. Head of God in Majesty,
Amiens Cathedral, central west
portal, 13th c., Lithos Pictures

Figure 27. Saint Mark, Ebbo Gospels,
816-35, Èpernay, Bibliothèque
Municipale, MS I, fol. 60v

Figure 26. Joe ("Blondie"), the Good, with
cannon, The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly,
film still, 1966

Figure 28. John the Evangelist, Byzantine Gospel
Manuscript (Luke and John), Constantinople, late 12th
c., Washington, D. C., Dumbarton Oaks Research
Library and Collections, Dumbarton Oaks Acc. no. 74.1,
fol. 150v
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Figure 29. Christ in Majesty,
Tahull, San Clemente, Apse Fresco,
detail, ca. 1100, ©MNAC—Museu
Nacional d'Art de Catalunya,
Barcelona (photographers:
l
/ é id /
i à)

Figure 31. Initial to Micah, Winchester
Bible, late 12th c., Winchester Cathedral
Library, fol. 205 (The Dean and Chapter
of Winchester/Winchester Cathedral
Library)

Figure 30. Ascension,
Sacramentary of the Cathedral of
Saint Étienne of Limoges, ca. 1100,
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de
France, MS lat. 9438, fol. 84v

Figure 32. The Sower among Thorns, north choir
aisle window n. XV,8, Canterbury Cathedral, ca.
1180, detail (photograph by author)
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whites of the eyes. These effects can be seen in English works of the late twelfth century;
the Great Psalter from Canterbury, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale MS lat. 8846, and the
Bible in Winchester Cathedral Library provide good examples of this chromatic range in
manuscript painting (Figure 31).30 Layered modeling is also seen in contemporary glass
paintings in Canterbury Cathedral (Figure 32).31 To achieve these effects in stained glass it
was necessary to apply grey modeling washes on both sides of the glass, firing it at least
twice to secure the paint.32 The base color in this period was almost always a rosy-pink
glass containing manganese, although women’s complexions were often lighter than
men’s.33 Black people were rendered in blue glass (no black was available), or in black
pigment. All of these works might be said to agree with the dictum of Bartholomaeus
Anglicanus, the thirteenth-century author of a treatise “On the Properties of Things,” that
gradations of skin color, from deepest black, through brown, to red, pale, and white,
existed between Africa and northern Europe, since he found only Slavs to be white.34
Next, in a sequence of paired images I can establish that there was a very broad
change in visual representation, and establish when it occurred.35 My first examples are
from medical manuscripts. In an eleventh-century Byzantine book with a commentary on
Hippocrates, the nude figures are quite dark, and evidently still owe much to an ancient
Greek or Roman prototype (Figure 33).36 A fourteenth-century book from France,
showing a sequence of physician-patient interactions, forms a very marked contrast. Here
all the faces and hands are opaque white, and the hair very light (Figure 34).37 Two south
Italian medical works, from the 12th and the 13th centuries, also provide a contrast in the
depiction of bare skin. The earlier artists still adhered to rich flesh tints giving ruddy
complexions, and variously black or brown hair (Figure 35). By the second half of the
thirteenth century this coloration had changed dramatically: In scenes of bathing in Peter
of Eboli’s tract on the curative baths at Pozzuoli the artist exposes pure white bodies and
gold or red hair (Figure 36).38 These examples in medical manuscripts are of particular
interest because there is no reason for them to be impacted by theological ideas that elided
the good with light and purity.39 Even if the healthful body would be regarded as
“beautiful” in the sense of honestum – usefulness – that the scholastics used alongside
beauty (pulchritudo), the question of whiteness does not necessarily enter in; in fact to be
pallid was long recognized as a sign of ill health, as now in the phrase “dead white.”
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In other contexts, whiteness had a different significance. In the later Middle Ages,
saints in paradise gleam as white as their garments, like this fourteenth-century Saint John
from York Minster (Figure 37). By then it had become the norm for glass-painters to use
colorless glass instead of flesh tints. Blond hair was colored golden-yellow by a new
technique employing silver oxide. The bodies of the saints as represented in their
reliquaries had incorruptible casings, precious materials replacing the porous dermic
boundaries of the living body. A virginal saint might be celebrated in enamels, with a
pearly complexion and “pure” white garment (Figure 38). At some stage, Christians
appropriated something of this sanctity by depicting their kind as truly “white.”
In fact I believe we can pinpoint the shift to a preference for “white people” to
France in the reign of Louis IX. The artists of the Psalter made for his grandfather’s queen,
Ingeborg of Denmark, about 1195 modeled flesh in tones of pink and brown (Figure 39).
Forty years later his mother, Blanche of Castile who ruled during his minority, had much
lighter figures painted in her Psalter (Figure 40). The glass Louis IX and Blanche had
painted in the 1240s for the palace chapel in Paris, the famous Sainte Chapelle, used
colorless or barely tinted glass for the faces, and this became the norm (Figures 41, 42).40
Louis’ own Psalter followed suit about 1255-70.41 The mid-century glass painters had also
introduced a radically simplified facial type, scarcely modeled at all, and with a tiny nose
and mouth and pale brown hair; there was no silver stain yet (Figure 43). There is no
variation in facial expression – as if the figures are constrained by decorum.42 Such
monotonous white figures could be contrasted with grimacing darker-skinned people, with
large noses or flaring nostrils. For an older generation of art historians the predominant
new complexion and facial type appeared to be no more significant than other stylistic
changes, in accord with their notions of a Gothic era. I view it as a dramatic change in
representational code, with broad ramifications.
The coincidence of this chromatic shift with the reign of Louis IX is a startling
discovery, yet it should be no surprise. North Europeans were walking very tall – the Holy
Roman Empire stretched from Sicily to the Baltic (where the tribes had just been converted
by the Knights of the Cross); and the Roman Church had just asserted significantly greater
control over the laity at the Lateran Council of 1215. In France the tallest buildings in the
world were under construction, using radically new engineering concepts. Louis IX was
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Figure 33. Physician and patient, Byzantine
Manuscript of the Commentary of Apollonius
of Citium on the De articulis of Hippocrates,
11th c., Florence, Biblioteca Laurenzina, MS
Plut. 74.5, fol. 195v (By permission per I Beni e
le Attività Culturali)

Figure 35. Physician and child, PseudoApuleius, Herbal, 12th c., Florence, Biblioteca
Laurenziana, MS Laur. Plut. 73.16, fol. 29v (By
permission of the Ministero per i Beni e le
Attività Culturali)

Figure 34. Consultations between doctor and
patient, Medicinal, 14th c., British Library, Sloane
MS 1977, fol. 50v

Figure 36. Bathers, Peter of Eboli, de
balneis Puteolanis, 13th c., Rome, Biblioteca
Angelica, MS 1474, fol. 12 (By permission of
the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività
Culturali)
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Figure 37. Saint John, west window,
York Minster, ca. 1340, detail
(©Crown Copyright. National
Monuments Record)

Figure 39. The Deposition, The
Ingeborg Psalter, ca. 1195, detail,
Chantilly, Musée Condé, MS 1695, fol.
27 (photograph provided by Florens
Deuchler)

Figure 38. Saint Catherine of
Alexandria, reliquary, 1400, New York,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
17.190.905

Figure 40. Crucifixion and Deposition,
Psalter of Blanch of Castile, ca. 1230, Paris,
Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, MS franc. 1186, fol. 24
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Figures 41 & 42. Esther Window, Sainte Chapelle, Paris, 1240-49, details (©Bernard Acloque,
CMN [Centre des Monuments Nationaux])

Figure 43. Fragment of stained glass
perhaps from Soissons Cathedral, ca. 1250,
formerly in a New England Collection, now
London, Victoria and Albert Museum
(photograph provided by author)

Figure 44. Judgment of black captives, Feudal Customs
of Aragon, ca. 1290-1310, detail, Los Angeles, J. Paul
Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIV 6, fol. 244
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the crusader king par excellence, canonized very soon after his death on crusade in 1270.43
And following after the dowager queen Blanche of Castille, every generation of Capetians
had numerous Blanches and Marguerites (the latter of course being a white daisy).
One reason that European Christians had come to regard themselves as white by
1250 may be that they had been coming in contact in large numbers with brown infidels,
and with the sub-Saharan Africans who had been enslaved by Moslems.44 For example, we
see black captives brought before the Christian king in a Spanish manuscript (Figure 44).45
There are records of black so-called Ethiopians even in the north. In his autobiography,
Guibert of Nogent tells of the fear inspired in the community of Laon in 1112 by an
immense baptized Ethiopian hangman in the service of Bishop Gaudri, and it became
common to represent one or more of the flagellants of Christ as black.46 A formidable
dark, grimacing figure executes a snow-white Saint Lucy in a late thirteenth-century book
that belonged to a Madame Marie, and the brownish tones that were the normal flesh color
in the Psalter of Queen Ingeborg were used in this later book for a Jewish tormentor of
Christ who emerges behind the good (white) thief; the sponge-bearer's conical hat shows
he is not represented as a Roman (Figures 45, 46, 47). The color-coding conveniently
elided with an old association of black with the devil.47 In an important early thirteenthcentury moralized bible, of which one recension was certainly made for Blanche and Louis
about 1230, colored devils not only contrast with very white believers, but “bad” Jews tend
to be dark skinned (Figures 48, 49).48 They constitute the bad and the ugly. Vari-colored
devils became the norm by the later middle ages -- black, brown, yellow, and red (Figure
50).49 They anticipate the strange designations given by European conquerors and
colonizers to “red” Indians, and “yellow” Asians – and more recently, green Martians. But
first, Jews in a fifteenth century German chronicle were depicted as red (Figure 51). This
fully developed chromophobia needed only a few more strange peoples to feed on in
order to encompass racism.50
The invention of white identity is an ominous notion, given later histories of
colonization and ethnic cleansing. In western culture, the good promised vengeance
against the ugly and the evil, whether God Almighty presiding over the Last Judgment of
Amiens Cathedral or Blondie ready to spike a canon in “Indian country” (Figure 52)51
Between the two images is an unbroken tradition associating the white with the Good.
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Yet like all hegemonic systems, it immediately oppressed some members of the ruling
group as well as other groups that were overtly oppressed.52
In order to understand such conflicts, three aspects of performative identification
especially deserve noting: One is that the tortured bodies of Christ and the saints
maintained the myth of Christian persecution at the hands of non-believers, so a
dangerous paranoia was fostered in the viewing community. The Huns attacking Saint
Ursula and her followers on the Rhine are represented as dark Saracens in the Picture
Book of Madame Marie (Figure 53). In fact around 1250 no recent saints had been killed by
infidels – the most recent martyr, Thomas Becket, was struck down by agents of his white
English king in 1170. But as we have seen, the stage for Louis IX’s death on crusade (albeit
from sickness) had been set by preceding representational codes.
Secondly, a major part of paranoia is anger turned against the supposed attacker. In
flagellation and crucifixion scenes such as those in the Book of Madame Marie or the
Ramsey Psalter, Christ’s body glowed white like the Eucharist, which the Lateran Council
of 1215 declared to be the actual body of Christ (Figures 54, 55). An industry arose in
special vessels and locked tabernacles to prevent desecration of the consecrated bread and
wine, and by 1317 a new universal feast day celebrated the cult of the Eucharistic body of
Christ (Corpus Christi). Meanwhile, accusations against Jews who were said to have
desecrated the host led to countless incidents of violence against them, and even pogroms
throughout the later middle ages.53 In Paolo Uccello’s famous fifteenth-century predella
paintings of such an incident, a Christian woman exchanges a Eucharistic wafer for a
garment proffered by a Jewish pawnbroker, who tries to cook it in his home (it is seen
bleeding in the chimney nook). He and his wife and children are led away and burned
(Figure 56).54
A third aspect of the new color-coding may have had a detrimental impact on
women among white Christians, through an over-protectiveness that also stems from
paranoia: White women, like Tuco’s victim, have been given special protection from rape
or abduction, real or imagined, by non-whites.55 The men who ogle the pale tortured body
of Saint Barbara in Meister Franke’s famous altarpiece of around 1400 are given darker
skin and exotic clothing – even though one is her father (Figure 57).56 There were earlier
popular legends of crusading heroes falling in love with the beautiful white daughter of
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Figure 45. Execution of Saint Lucy, Le
Livre d'images of Madame Marie, ca.
1300, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de
France, MS n. a. fr. 16251, fol. 99v

Figure 47. The Deposition, The
Ingeborg Psalter, ca. 1195

Figure 46. Crucifixion, Le Livre d'images
of Madame Marie, ca. 1300, detail, Paris,
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS n. a.
fr. 16251, fol. 38

Figure 48. Devils and Monks, Bible moralisée
(Samson cycle), 13th c., detail, Vienna, Austrian
National Library, Codex Vondobonensis 2554, fol. 63A
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Figure 49. Vices, Bible moralisée (Joseph cycle),
13th c., Vienna, Austrian National Library, Codex
Vindobonensis, fol. 10v (above right)
Figure 50. Colored devils, ca. 1450-70, Oxford,
Bodleian Library, MS Douce 134, fol. 99 (above
left)

Figure 51. Red Jews, Uffenbachsches
Wappenbuch, ca. 1400-10, Strasbourg, Staatsund Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg, Cod. 90
B in scrin., fol. 51

Figure 52. Joe ("Blondie"), the Good,
with cannon, The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly, film still, 1966
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Figure 53. Martyrdom of Saint
Ursula, Le Livre d'images of
Madame Marie, ca. 1300, Paris,
Bibliothéque Nationale de France,
MS n. a. fr. 16251, fol. 101v

Figure 54. Crucifixion, Le Livre d'images of
Madame Marie, ca. 1300, detail, Paris,
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS n. a. fr.
16251, fol. 38

Figure 55. Crucifixion Scenes, East Anglia or
London, ca. 1300-10, New York, Pierpont
Morgan Library, MS M 302, fol. 3 (left)
Figure 56. Paolo Uccello, Host Desecration and
Discovery, predella to Altarpiece of the
Communion of the Apostles, 1465-68, Urbino,
Palazzo Ducale (below)
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black Saracens, and persuading her to betray them before converting to Christianity.57
Roman history was also sometimes pictured in such polarized terms. In a late fifteenthcentury Flemish manuscript of the Roman de la Rose, Nero’s wickedness shows in his
ruddy countenance as he orders the physicians to cut his mother, Agrippina, open in order
to see where he came from. She is as innocent and pure white as the martyred saints in
thirteenth-century representations (Figure 58).58

Figure 57. Meister Franke, Torture
of Saint Barbara as Directed by
her Father (left), Saint Barabara
Altarpiece, ca. 1400, Helsinki

Figure 59. Nero and his Mother, Agrippina,
Roman de la Rose, Belgium, ca. 1500,
London, British Library, Harley MS 4425,
fol. 59

Yet such “white” women suffered from the ignorance of their bodies that was
perpetuated by this fear of autopsy, or of understanding their bodies scientifically. In an
early fifteenth-century illustration to the Gynaecia of Moschion, there is a fair amount of
ancient nonsense written around a rendering of a veiled but otherwise naked white woman
who is a site of diseases, and a purse to hold a fetus; not only does she have a uterus
denoted embrio but four enlarged uteri above her head demonstrate fetal positions (Figure
59).59 The veil of a married woman legitimates her pregnancy. Yet one of the most
influential gynecological texts of the thirteenth-century, the Secrets of Women by a
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Dominican in the circle of Albertus Magnus, has little concern for birthing (which he would
not have been allowed to see) but warns that intercourse with menstruating women can
produce leprosy in the offspring of the union, and that monsters should not be painted in
the bed chamber because if a woman looked at them during coitus she would give birth to a
monster.60

Figure 59. Disease Woman, Wellcome Apocalypse, 15th c. Wellcome
MS 49, fol. 38
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Evidently, gynophobia went along with chromophobia, as recognized in the
women’s studies mantra, race, class, gender. In appropriating the lighter complexion
that had been accorded to women up to the end of the twelfth century, European Christian
men maintained their gendered hegemony by abjectifying women’s generative power,
while objectifying the bodily characteristics of other peoples. They had invented the
Whiteman.
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